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Editorial. 
THE public school teachers of Chicago owe a trib~te of respect to the late Rt. Rev. Thomas Foley, D. D., acting Bishop of 
Chicago, for while presiding over his own institutions of learn-
ing with his own peculiar heartiness, grace, and dignity, he never 
uttered a word against the publiL school system of the city and 
country at large. His sympathy, consideration, and charity were 
equaled only by his administrative ability, learning, and worth. 
The writer has especial cause to cherish and revere his memory, 
for the distinguished prelate showed him personal interest and 
cordiality notwithstanding the fact that he was engaged in man-
aging a so-called godless school. Bishop Foley ~tood out in 
bold and honorable contrast ,with the Roman Catholic clergy-
men who oppose the public schools, notably "Abbe" Mac Mas-
ters of the New York Freeman's JournqJ, and Father Phelan of 
St. Louis. It is curious and interesting too to note that these 
parties are at present under the displeasure of the Catholic ellis: 
copate. For making a disturbance in the church over the public 
school question Scotch converts to Catholicity are peculiarly no-
torious. They bring the blueness of the Kirk-Sessions into the 
warmth and mellowness of the Catholic discipline .and faith. 
Hereafter when a Catholic clergyman or journalist raises his 
voice against the public schools, we shall know that either he is 
a little off in the upper regions or under the displeasure of the 
church. 
YIELD NO POINT. 
THE public school system is in a state of siege. To its friends and defepders-"the men in the gap"-we have one cau-
tion; it is, Yield no joint; Take no step backward; Have 110 
domestic feuds; Keep a sharp lookout on the enemy, and when 
he shows himself in force, "up, boys, and .at him!" 
Stand by . 
THE BUREAU OF EDUCATiON. 
It is a national recognition of the common ·school system. It is 
a medium of intercommunication. It I)verlooks the whole field 
and is a source of · useful information to those who are person-
ally or profes~ionally interested in educational affairS. Surely, 
it is as much the province of the nation to watch and report the' 
growth of mind, the progress and diffusion of intelligence,. and 
the facilities for social and moral elevation, as to collect and di~­
_tribute seeds, and daily report the swiftness of the Wind, and 
the complexion of the sky. So stand by the Bureau of Educa-
tion. . 
Stand by 
THE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
They make fair scliolars and good practical teachers. They are 
founts of educational feeling and springs of pedagogi<;al enthu-
siasm. They are indispensable to the country people who have 
many natural, if not well-founded prejudices against residence 
in the city, and against sending thei~ children to metropolitan 
institutions of learning, e .... en when their circulI!stances are such 
as to permit the necessary expenditure. They are centers of 
pedagogical methods, models, and means. Let the curriculum 
in each be as extended as possible-a collegiate course it may be, 
an academic course, certainly-and tile strictly professional 
course a post-graduate department of a term not too extended. 
. So sr.and by the Normals. 
Stand by the 
CITY HIGH SCHOOLS. 
They are the pink and pride of the system. They possess all 
' the a,dvantages of high-class academies without any of the latter's 
fearful dangers and drawbacks. They give the children of the 
poor, so numerous in large cities, a chance of being educated by 
means other than the streets, and those of the r~ch, educational 
privileges commensurate with the liberal taxes which their 
parents contribute. Without high schools there can be no such 
thing as respectable, prosperous, and efficient primary and gram-
mar schools. So stand by the high schools. 
Stand by 
MUSIC. 
i Its cultivation iI.1 the several grades of the city schools is as .~II;S)', 
gradual, and certain as the progress of light from the faint dli:wn 
of morning to the glory of mid-day. Children learn to read 
notes as· easily and pleasantly as they learn·,fO. read words. It 
is an interesting and apimating exercise in all lpe grades, "and 
thrilling in the highest. Nothing that they learn in school so 
stands by youth in their after life in social enjoyment and per- · 
sonal accomplishment as what they learn, almost unconsciously, 
in music. Schools cannot do without singihg, and lI;lUsi~ as now 
taught in our schools is the most econo.mical means, both in time 
and money, of cultivating musical knowledge and vocal power: 
So stand by music. -. 
Stand by 
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DRAWING. 
It is the basis of every art, trade, and handicraft, from the build-
ing of a fence to the construction of an engine, from the digging 
of a ditch to the building of a steamship. It illustrates and ex-
emplifies every science. It embodies and expresses what lan-
guage could never or only faintly set forth. It interests children, 
cultivates taste and manual dexterity, and Jays the foundation 
for artistic excellence in many and industrial success in all.- . Be-
fore being officially discouraged on the ground of narrow legal 
technicalities, . it was the most popular and successful branch 
taught in the Chicago schools, and so it shan be again. So 
stand by drawing. 
Stand by the 
GERMAN LANGUAGE, 
in cities where it is already taught. 1. Because all who oppose 
the publi c schools in the;r highest estate also, by some strange. 
fatality; oppose German. 2. Because the Germans as a class de-
sire if not dellland it, and by complying with such demand we 
win their undivided and hearty support to the whole system and 
disarm the prejudice of nationality and the animosity of secta-
rianism. 3. Because the teachers employed and children start-
ed in the branch have vested rights against being deprived of 
their work without more potent reasons than those now existing. 
The Germans are a thrifty and tax.paying people Even if wrong, 
their prejudices and especially the social, educational, and busi- . 
ness standing of the most consistent advocates of German should 
merit our consideration. The Germans are useful to the Am.eri-
cans in many material points, and not less so to the Irish, who, 
through the presence of the Germans in large cities, maintain a 
degree of personal freedom and political power impos~ible were 
they associated with the native element alone. 
True, the study labors under many embarrassments; but such 
could be easily removed were the Americans a little more toler-
ant and the Germans less arrogant and more desirous of fitting 
the branch to the 'circumstances of the American schools, rather 
than of ft-rcing it in on foreign grounds and from a German 
stand-point. With its superintendent uniformly courteous, and 
its teachers equally competent in German and English, and in 
sympathy with the-spirit of the schools, the study cannot help 
being successful. . 
At any rate those who advocate the study of German are with 
us on the ques~ions of music, drawing, and high schools, and we 
cannot antagonize them without weakening our ranks. Then 
yield no point; present a solid front, and so stand by the Ger-
man. 
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF INFANTS. 
AN interesting work by M. Bernard Perez, on the meptal de-. velopment of children under three years of age, has just 
appeared . A resume of the book is given in the Popular Scimce 
Monthly for March, taken from the Ri!vui! Scimtijique for Novem-
ber 1878. This article is exceedingly instructive and well worthy 
the attention of all who desire to get down to a scientific basis 
for the early training of children. Aside from the value of the 
fac ts presented, the mtlhod pursued in 'their determination is 
very sug~estive. We have here detailed, a comprehensive se~ies 
of experiments to ascertain just how far the powers of the child 
become operative within the period of time from birth to the 
end of the third year. In these investjgations, the senses; the 
intellectual faculties, and the moral senses of the child are brought 
under observation, and the degree of activity: of 'each is deter-
mined. In respect tc? the sensibility it is shown that the first 
manifestations of pleasure in infancy are due to taste. A child 
two and a half months old will refuse a bottle filled with water 
or with milk too little sweetened. Agreeable sensations due to 
touch are not manifested before the age of two months, although 
a feather passed over the nose of a child fifteen days old will 
make it frown. Infants die easily from cold , even in the sum-
mer. but adults suffi!r more from colds because better able to 
compare their different states. Color attracts very young chil-
dren. One of three, and another of five months, were delighted 
by some.sketches of a grayish color ; one child only a month old 
was pleased with singing and playing. When four to six months 
old nearly all children like music. For a long time they show 
no sensibility to good and bad odors. At ten to fifteen months 
their sense of smell is quite active. 
By further experiments it is shown that fear is manifested in a 
child at two months old ; jealousy and anger at three months j 
sympathy with animals at six months, and human sympathy all 
early as one year of age . During its first weeks the child sheds 
no tears. Sobbing was noticed at seventy·seven, and one hlm-
dred and thirty:eight days; smiling before thc age of a month, 
and laughing at two months. Between four and eight months, 
the child passes over the interval which separates motion from 
locomotion. Conciousness is now beginning to awaken: At 
two and three months he can put forth considerable strength. 
Voluntary action is always determined by feeli ng more or less 
conscious. 
M. Perez thinks that many reflex actions of the child are ac-
companied by consciousness. In his experiments he observed 
that the eyes of a little girl only a week old would take a rotary 
movement as if trying to see something. A child of seventeen 
days followed with his eyes a lighted candle that was passed be-
fore him thus showing a sustained act of attention. Memory of 
the hereditary sort is manifested in the first reflex actions of the 
infant. These awaken the consciousness and the child's own 
memory often unites itself with them. A little girl three months 
old would indicate where her feet were. In the same manner, 
experiment showed that the power of association, abstraction, 
comparison, imagination, judgment, and reasoning manifested. 
their activity' at ages varying all the way from a few days tet 
three years. M. Perez shows that while at this early age a child 
has not the absolute idea of good and bad, yet he has it objective-
ly from the. age of six to seven months. For him, that which is 
permitted is good, and that which is forbidden is bad. A child 
seven months old had learned from its mother, who had scolded 
and shaken it, that it ought not to cry to be taken up or held in 
arms if its wishes were not immediately granted. At ten 
months he began to get up in a: hesitating way, and at eleven, 
obeyed his father when asked to do anything for the amusement 
or pleasure of others. For a little child the moral law is incar-
,nated in his parents. The conclusions of this writer and psycho-
logical experiments are that the germs of all the faculties are to 
be found in the little child, and sensations are the food upon 
which they grow. He affirms that the essential faculties are in-
nate, since the nervous centers that manifest them are organized 
at the moment of birth. The method pursued by M. Perez is 
the scientific ' method. Observation abounds in the work 
although some of the inductions may repose upon questionable 
interpretations. Be that as it may, the book is full of interest 
and must prove of great utility in a study so curious, importan1:. 
and withal so long neglected as the phsychology of infants. We 
hope to see the work translated into our own vernacular and re-
published in this country. 
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THE SPELLING REFORM. 
SUPT. A. P. MARIlLE, Worcester, Mass. 
IT is hard to spell English. Many good men make mistakes. Children spend a good deal of time in learning to spell; and 
after all they never learn to spell all the words in our language. 
Some people are trying_ therefore to get up a new kind of spell-
ing to avoid the difficulty. Eminent scholars h!lve given their 
support to the plan; and a good deal of talk and a good deal of 
ink have already been expended on the subject. This may be 
an interesting way to spend one's leisure, if anybody has leisure 
to spend; but the attempt to provide a mode of spelling, ready 
made, must be abortive; and no possible and useful thing ought 
to be slighted in the pursuit of a chimera. 
A language grows; it is never made. Spelling is a part of the 
language and 'must change by slow degrees. There is no lan-
guage where the voice of hard spelling is not 4eard. No lan-
guage since the creation ever had its spelling "reformed;" none 
ever will. 
Time is wasted in learning to spell, they say; if we only had 
the reformed spelling, two years would be saved in the education 
of every child. Possibly; but 'we havn't got the reformed spell-
ing. 
Why not "reform" the irregular verbs? the derivatives, so 
that the same suffix will indicate the actor; the same suffix the 
object j and so on? And next, why not "reform" the modes 
and tenses of the verb? In this way two years more may per-
haps be saved in .the education of each child . 
The whole language may next be "reformed" so that a child 
would know it at birth, and save in all six years of study. Let 
us memorialize Congress to appoint a. commission to investigate 
this subject. Noted linguists might agree upon a perfect lan-' 
guage-mlght agree-but who would adopt it and speak it ·? 
Was a language ever so adopted? Olle amateur said enthusiasti-
cally, We can give concerts; another said, yes; b~t who will take 
them? 
If reformed spelling is to save two years' study, and reformed 
language four; then reformed arithmetic should save two; re-
formed geography two; reformed reading two; and we have 
fourteen years saved from a course of ten years-which ought to 
add four years to a person's life! By all means ' 'this' subject 
should engage the attention of Congress at once. 
How are such reforms as these ' usually received? The deci-
mal. system of money is vastly easier than the English system; 
but England for one hundred years has stuck to her £ . s. d., 
and yet the English are not a stupid people. The Metric system 
of weights and measures is much simpler than the one we use; 
but it is introduced very slowly. Both these changes are infinite-
ly easier than the proposed change in the spelling. 
There is a good deal of inertia in human nature, and espe-
cially in the changes that go on in a language. Like friction this 
inertia is,sometimes troublesome j but. we could not do without 
friction-nor without, this inertia. 
In this talk about saving time there is a ;-great fallacy. Save 
all the time you will; yet the education of a child will take 
time. The mind must have time for growth, just as a plant must 
have time. The manure that would make a plant grow in no 
time would kill the plant; there would be no plant to grow. So 
with a child; the method of education that takes no time would 
leave no mind. 
lio~ever this may be,..don't let the "refomled spelling" take 
any time from useful school work. 
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
THE BUREAU OF EDUCATION, 
1o tlu Editors of tlu Wuklv : 
In your editorial of Feb. 27, on the Bureau of Education, ret erring to the 
letter of Supt. Gove, you remark that, "We know of one or two others who 
would write perhaps even more vigorously than he in opposition to the posi-
tion we have assumed." Your knowledge of my own views upon this sub-
ject, taken in connection with your call for further discussion, lea!!s me to re-
gard the above quoted remarks as an invitation to me, in common with others, 
frankly to express those views through your co' umns, not with the expecta-
tion, however, of writing any more vigorously than Supt. Gove. 
Speaking therefore, not alone for myself, bu t for many other earnest friends 
of the Bureau and of its able and indefatigable chief, General Eaton, I am 
obliged to sny that I think you have made a mistake. There are many who 
agree with the strong testimonial of Dr. Mayo in his able address puhlished 
in the WEEKLY of Feb. 20, that: "The wisest piece of national legislation for 
the past twenty years is the act which established the Bureau 01 Education and 
placed John Eaton at its head." 
The WEEKLY claims not to take exception to the Bureau itself, but it does 
call in question me ability and elliciency of Commissiqner E<Lton, as witness 
the following extract from an editorial of Jan. 30: "The Bureau since its first 
establishment has never been competently manned. Energy, educational 
power, and executive ability bave not yet been allowed to preside at the head 
of this department. The Bureau cannot expect hearty support until he com-
mands full confidence and respect, even if it receives it then. And until its 
merits are greater than they ever have been yet, it cannot command this con · 
fidence and respect, although the Superintendents' Association ~hould meet 
at Washington every fortnight." 
A preceding paragraph of the same editorial declared that: "The nation 
needS it (the 'Bureau). The world needs it. But we may -be pardoned-for 
~king, When are these efforts and these public pilgrimages to Washineton 
to strengthen the Bureau of Education to come to an end? When may we 
expect that the Superintendents' Section of the National Teachers' Associa-
tion at its winter meeting will find some other mission instead of the streDgth- ' 
ening of the National Bureau of Education?" 
Your position is thus assumed to be ODe of friendship for the Bureau hut 
hostility to its present head, although a careful perusal of the two editorials 'of 
Jan. 30 and Feb. 27 .seems to indicate some confusion of ideas in drawing 
the distinction betwcen the organization and the personality at the head of.it. 
Be this as it may, it is fair to say in this discussion that if the WEEKLY knows 
of any school, system of school, school department, or school ollieer, either 
local, state, or national, that does not now, and will not always need the 
"strengthening" and encouragement which the true friends of educallon both 
ollicial and unollicial, public and private, organized and unorganized, can and 
Qught ever t\l give, I submit in aU kindness that its editors ought to specify it. 
The truth is that we in this country have undertaken to educate the w"ol~ 
p,opl~. This is the mightiest task thllt the nation ever has had, or ever will 
have before it. To accomplish it we mtist have the hearty cooperation of the 
whole people and of every agency that can organize effort or exert influence, 
the Bureau of Education included. But public officers are puhlic' servants. 
Of themselves alone they can do but little, because they are simply the or-
gans through which the will of the people is to be executed. Without the 
hearty support and strengthening of their fellow citizens and their fellow-
laborers in the field, they can accomplish nothing important, however able, 
and energetic tliey may be. They need this support at all timtS and ndt 
periodically, ;"erely. They must have adequate financial backing, which 
the Bureau never has had, and they must have the equally necessary 
moral and ollicial backing, an excess of which the Bureau has never yet liad. 
Considering .the high importance of education and the character of the 
work committed to the Bureau, the amount qf money appropriated to its 
support is insignificant indeed. More money is worse than squandered by 
part;san wrangling in the halls of Coneress at a single session than all the 
appropriations made to the Bureau combined, 
But it is unjust to IUsume that tli e Superintendents' Section of the Na. 
tional Educational Association has no annual mission to Washington except 
to strengthen the: Bureau of Education. A glance at its proceedings from 
year to y~ will 'sufficiently meet this 4SSumption. Its discussions of impor-
talit educational questions bave been varied and able. They have ~ 
many of the befif men in tlie counity to a parti!=i~tion therein. TIle influence 
of'these winter meetings upon. coner-Ional action in behalf of educaJ on lias 
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been marked and decided. Not until "tbese public pilgrimages to Wasbing-
ton" bad been commenced did we begin to observe tbat tbe subject of educa-
tion as a matter of tbe bigbest national concern received ils sbare of attention 
in tbe annual messages of tbe President of tbe United States. Hence, these 
pilgrimages have really found some other mission besides tbe ~trengtbening of 
the Bureau in question. 
I f the Bureau fails to receive the appreciation it needs and deserves from tbe 
people, or from Congress, does it necessarily' follow tbat it is from lack of en-
ergy or ability in its head? Do our educational interests as a wbole re~eive 
lbe support they deserve, however ably or faithfully they may be " manned ?" 
Is the WEF.KLY supported as it ought to be, and as it deserves to be? Is it 
not true that ed'ucational journalism is maintain_ed at a dangerous proximity to 
tbe starvation standard, even with the 'conceded ability of many of tbe men 
who supply the brain and the brawn to run the machinery? Have not our 
normal and bigb schools been compelled to struggle for a whole generation 
against popular apatby, and penuriousness, as well as offiCial incompetency 
and indifference? Have not many n~le educational enterprises, bravely un-
dertaken arid beroically defended, perisbed from a lack of that .. strengthen-
ing" wbich even" public Bureau cannot dispense with, however beneficial its 
objects or however ably and energetically it may be "m3nned?" 
But it is not necessary for me to defend the Commissioner of Education . 
He ha~ no power but a moral power over education or educalional institu-
tions and workers. His industry and ability arc best appreciated by those 
who best know his achievements and the trying circumstances under which he 
is compelled to labor. With totally inadequate accommodations, wth parsi . 
monious appropriations, with insufficient clerical force, compelled to cbange 
his habitat on an average perhaps on ce a year, sent now to tbe basement and 
tben to the attic, overburdened with Rccumulating material, and embarrassed 
by the uncertainties of the situation, the only wonder is that he ha' done any-
thing worthy of the cause be represents or the office be holds. 
But I cannot I!0w attempt even a summary of the work of the Bureau 
under the administration of General Eaton. Such a summary would occupy 
more space than you can now \ spare. We have incompetent school boards 
and educational officers who scarcely deserve support, but I do not be-
lieve tbat Commissioner Eaton is one of them, nor tbat the WBEKLY will be 
'able to justify the position it has assumed upon this question. Having called 
his' qualifications in question, in a gelleral way, however, let us hear from 
the editors the ,specific~tions upon which the general cbarge is founded. ,The 
question will thus become debatable upon an issue of , fact and the discussion 
may lead to a disclosure 01 the past and present work of the Bureau, its aims, 
achievemellts, needs, and embarrassments, that will result in strengthening 
even more than the public pilgrimages of tbe Superintendents' section of the 
Natlonal Educational Ass<?ciation to Washington. Without being very fully 
informed as to many details, I think that I could lay before you facts and 
,considerations bearing upon this subject tbat would materially modify your ' 
editorial judgment concerning the quali6cations. of tbis worthy and hard-
worked official. WM, F. PHELPS. ' 
WINONA, MINN. j March 'l, 1879. 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
'THE ONE· SESSION PLAN. 
The prac<tice of having one session in Chicago is being ,overdone. Pend-
in~ the introduction of Mr. Doty's telephone, nnhotly knows exactly wben to 
have one session and when 'not ,to have one. In Boston the matter is better 
managedc When a storm is impend ina or. Progressing, a signal is given from 
the central office announcing the time of dismissal for the day. 
Formerly in this city the rule, hyperboliQl\ly expressed, was that, when it 
hailed pitchforks, rained bundles of sbingles, blew a la Boreas, or snowed 
avalanches,-then and only then should we, have one session ; i. e., have no 
return of children to school in the afternoon. The first loose ess:in <tliis di-
rection was in fixing the' maximum number of one sessions in a year. One 
principal, when the number was,set at five during a winter, judiciously had 
his five during the 10v.!'ly Indian Summer, anc!. when the terrible _cold of 
"inter came 'on, lie just16ed 1iimself for not having one session by explaining 
tliat lie had had all that the law allowed him. ' 
Our direction now is that we may have not less than five and not more tban 
teo. This is a very loose suggestion, and it. construction is looser: A far-
ther clliection is that when the mercury snows one degree below zero; t1iere 
may be o'De session, and, as a r,esun of this direction, oil. tile only school.~day 
of last winter tbat promised to justify laudable enterprise, every thermometer 
in tbe schools was hanging ouh of a window to induce the mercury to go 
down low enough to justify dismissal. 
Tbe practice of having one session is a nuisance alld a fraud. An honest 
principal is persecuted by.c,!'lls from bis teachers to have one .ession, on the 
score tbat all the schools aroulld bim are gomg to bave one, or had one tbe 
last time tbat a cloud appeared in tb'e sky. If it spits a little snow, aU hands 
are on the qui vive for olle session, i. e" to quit for tbe day at twelve, one, or 
thereabouts. If it rains, or tbreatells to rain, or bas rained._then the cry is for 
one session'. Thougb tbe sun may be shining to dazzle, still, if the indica 
tions are for rain, tbere are mild and sootbing sugge.tions about one session 
And, though balmy as spring in Chicago, if a fair one reads from the tele-
gI'.lms that there is a snow-storm raging at Pembina, the panic rages that there 
might, could, would, or should be one session. 
Where the possibility of ever baving one session is entertained, the wbole 
school is unsettled at the bare thougbt of having an early dismissal. The 
morning half of the day is occupied in watching the clouds, in the hope that 
something may turn up or tumble down by noon; and if-disappointment su-
pervenes, the afternoon is consumed in grumbling and pouting at the horrid 
principal wbo did riot give the darlings one session. 
The following are the- rules for one session: 
I. Never hRve one. 
2. ""'hen you bave one, dismiss squarely at twelve, if the storm is not too 
heavy ; and do not keep the children hungry and tbeir parents anxious. 
3. If you don't happell to order one'during cold weather and your neigh-
boring schools bave bad their 611 of them, just wait till tbe weather is beau-
tiful in spring, and then take a week's vacation, 
Of course, the~e strictures do not apply to schools in sparsely settled dis-
tricts, wbere the cbildren have to cross bleak praIries and travellon~' dis· 
tances; but the joke of it is that in such schools one session is never thought 
of. , This peculiar privilege is left to tbe schools of compact districts, well:to-
do patrons, and conscientious teachers" who consistently believe in earning 
their money in tbe easiest manner. 
--------
A PRINCIPALS' ASSOCIATION. 
To the Editors oj the Weekly.-
Tbe necesSity of a Principals' Association other than the one we have is 
evident to all. As it is we seem to sit under tutelage. Even those who,are 
gifted with eloquence are silent, and it is only under the strongest pressure 
from witbin that anyone ventures an opinion. An original idea ";ould really 
produce an astonisbing effect. The cbairman invites freer utterance and, out 
of consideration for bim, the association should do more \alking. It must be 
a great burden to prepare those weekly lectures to be deH-vered to delighted 
listeners. 
But tbis does not change the fact that we are under the super-vision of our 
directors; and freedom of speech needs the most favorable conditions, espe-
Cially in a b,!dy of conservative pedagogues. Speed the work, tben, of ,or-
ganizing a Principals' Association, whose meetings the Superintendent may 
attend without being hound to do ~o,~meetings where social, chatty di;cus-
sio!!s as to modes, metbods, and results will be tbe order; where those Of 
opposite opinions may argue as earnestly and, I might safely say, as botly as 
tbey please, wbile the more phlegmatic gain ideas to utter at a quiet time; 
meetings under no cloud of authority save that of courtesy imd kindly frater-
nal feeling. Yours etc., 
CHICAGO, Feb. 25, 1879. 
SPECTRUM. 
LITERARY AND MISCELLANEOU / ITEMS. 
-Prof. ~. E. 'Edwards, of ~cKendree College, is making arra~ements 
for a s~cond Scienti6c Expedition to the Rocky Mountains. 
, -M. Grevy as President of the French Republic will get $100,000 a year 
as salary alld $50,000 for household expenses. . ' . ' 
"":":Fbe Birmingham CeJitrallibrary, whi~h hjls just' been destroyed by fire 
W8,$ built about fourteen years ago and contained about 6fty thousand volume,s. 
T<l the Shakespearian li~rary, containing n~arjy eight thousand volumes, 
Charles Knight had contributed the books, nearly a hundred~ he had used in 
preparinit bis editions of the Warwickshire 'poet. Mr. Payne 'Collier, Mr. J-
O. Halliwell, Mr_ Samuel Timmins, and many other Shakespearian ,scholars 
Q{ Frarlce,Ge~y. America, etc., also, made valuable contributions. "The 
' Cervantes colldon, the handsome present ,to . ,th~ town by Mr. Bragg,, 9f 
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'-Prof. W. H. Venable, of Cincinnati, weU known as an author and teacher, 
publicly charged Prof. Mathews of this city, in a lecture delivered in Cincinnati 
last week, with downright plagiarism in the last volume published by him. 
The charge is too serious to 1>\55 unnoticed, and we are glad to know that 
Prof. Mathews denies the charge in toto. . 
-Mr. John Addington Symington, in his work on SheUey, published in the 
series of "English Men of Letters," makes a curious excuse for his author's 
widely known unreliability of speech, by saying, "The embroidery of a bare 
fact with a tissue of imagination was a peculiarity of SheUey's mind." 
-lI11Mmtlly &' Kim6trly Bdls, advertised in this issue by H. W. Aus-
tin & Co., Chicago, are favorably known to many of our patrons, and the 
firm is one of the mo.t prominent and reliable. Parties desiring beUs for 
court-houses, factories, colleges, or churches wili be sure of honorable treat-
m.ent and advantageous terms in dealing with H. W. Austin & Co. 
Practical Department. 
CONCERNING RATIO AND PROPORTION. 
PROF_ S. S. ROCKWOOD, Whitewater, Wis_ 
WHEN you compare two numb~rs with respect to their value, two questions arise; viz.: How much does one exceed 
the other? and,-How many times one is the other? or, in 
other words,-What is their difference? What is their quo-
tient? 
It will be observed that the latter is a little less restricted than 
the former, a"1d the answer to the first gives the so-called Arith-
metical Ratio, and to the second, the Gcomctn"cal Ratio; and 
when the first is nothing and the second one, the comparison re-
sults in the Ratio uj-Equality, in fact the equation, the grand .in-
strument for mathematical investigation. 
The Progressions and Algebra not being objective points with 
me, I drop the first and last of these ratios and consider the 
other. 
Whether 3 : 6 equals 2 or ~ is not of the slightest conse-
quence·m the light of what I have already said. 
If 2, the result of your com parisen is te find out that 6 is 2 times 
3; if~, that 3 is ~ of 6; the same relatien stated frem differ-
ent view-peints. _ 
That ratio exists .only between like numbers is ebvieus, but 
that direct and indirect raties are matters relative and net ab-
selute, is net so .obvious. One ·cannet name a ratie with real 
significance 'until it is referred te anether in a prepertien. Take 
3 : 6, it is neither direct nor .indirect taken alene. · Se taken the 
names h:lve ne ferce at all. That one is the reciprecal .of the 
other is true enough, but that is merely formalism deveid .of idea. 
While unlike numbers may net be cempared se as to preduce 
ratio, they may be se relate'd in a prDblem that any variatien 
in .one will produce a change in the ether, i. e.-they may be 
. functions .of .one anDther; and in all prDblems in PrDpDrtiDn it 
is this relatiDn that determines what ratiD .of the like numbers i; 
te be used. One must .observe here that intD every prDblem that 
can be s~lved by prepDrtiDn, either explicitly Dr implicitly, all 
cenditiDns enter in patrs .of like numbers, and tbat is why there 
- is always an .odd "term .of the same kind as the answer seught." 
Th,ere are always tWD series .of cDnditiDns, the first being de-
clarative,. the secDnd suppesitive,-the first cemplete, the secend 
defective as ·to .one term, and beth hypethetical in the sense that 
the whele niatter is a mere sl!Ppesitien. 
Every preblem in cempeund propertien may be selved by re-
solving the cqnditions into a series of questions involving .only 
simple ratio~ and solving each by a simple prDportion; hence a 
simple propertien may be regarded as a cempound prepertien 
with all .of its raties, except one, raties .of equality and therefere 
emitted. 
It will be .observed that in selving an example in compound 
propertien by simple prepertion, the answer found by the first 
selutien becemes the .odd term in the secend, and se on threugh 
the list. 
Te illustrate seme of these peints take the following simple 
problem: 
If 5 men do a piece of work in 9 days, hQw many men will it 
take te de it (.or a like piece) in 3 days? 
The number .of men given is .one term .of the defective ratie) 
Which? It makes no difference, but yeu must fix the matter, 
hewever, befere yeu can ge any farther, and the cheice yeu make 
will determine the sequence .of the ether two like numbers given 
in the data. If yeu make the number .of men the antecedent .of 
the defective ratie, the cerrespending number of days will be 
the antecedent .of th~ complete ratie if itbe direct, and this is 
wherein the name acquires something beyond mere formalism. 
If yeu make the given term .of the defective ratio the conse-
quent, then the direct ratio requires the cerrespending number 
of the cemplete ratio te be the censequent in that ceuplet. 
In tbis case the number .of men and number of days are de-
creasingfunctiens .of each other, which determines that we must 
take the indirect ratie .of the number .of days, and the statement 
is 3: 9 : : 5: (?), or 9 : 3: : (?): 5, and the answer is IS men. 
Suppese we now disturb the ratie .of equality between the ~we 
p~eces .of werk dene by saying that the .first shall be 50 rods of 
dItch and the secend 40 reds. New it is .obvious that the num-
ber .of men and number .of reds .of ditch are increasing functiens 
.of each ether and .we must take the-direct ratio .of the like num-
bers and the questien stands :-If 15 men can dig 50 rods .of ditch 
hew, many men will it take te dig 40 rods? The statement is 
50: 40: : IS : (?), or 40 : 50: : (?) : IS, and the answer is I2 
men. 
Again, let the secend ditch be 4-3 as hard digging as the first. 
The number of men must be again changed to suit these new 
cenditiens. Obvieusly the number of men must increase with 
the increase of difficulty in digging and again we must take the 
direct ratie. 
The statement is 3 : 4: : 12: (?), .or 4 : 3 : : (?) : 12, and the 
answer is 16 men; and se en through any number of new con-
ditions. It must be evident I am solving an example in cem-
peund prepertien by solving a series of simple propertiens. Let 
us bring them together, thus: 
3 : 9 : : 5 : (IS) 
50 : 4.0: : (IS) : (12) 
3 : 4 ' : : (12) : (16) 
A .me~ent:~ inspectien of thill form will sho" the advantage 
and JustIficatIOn of the methDd of compeunding the various raties 
in the selutien of this class of preblems. 
,My e~per,ience g~es te shew that almost no ether subj'ec't in . 
anthmetlc IS se bhndly and mechanically handled by .ordi-
nary pupils and teachers as this . . A great majerity of them 
c?nfess that they make their solutiens very often by empiri-
cIsm and almest never feel that cenfidence in a si:at~ t 
h· h . h men W IC ge,es WIt a full appreliensien of the laws underl in 
any given fDrmula. . y g 
Fermal statements wonderfully facilitate solutions 'but tb 
should be instruments, slaves, and not masters. ' ey 
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A NUISANCE THAT SHOULD BE ABATED. 
BY A COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT. 
IN visiting country schools, seldom do I find one that has the true idea of spelling. Too many of them have books for 
this study thdt are entirely beyond the comprehension of the 
pupils. Many of them spell when they read (good enough in 
itself) and spell two or three times a day, the text being found 
in some spelling book. This work is done almost exclusively in 
the old method, that is, orally. Children wrestle with a score 
pr two of words, the meaning of which is entirely beyond their 
comprehension, and are considered perfect or imperfect as their 
,success in memorizing their lessons may warrant. Why will 
teachers ask pupils to study that which has no meaning to the 
children? Why do teachers cling to the abominable nuisanc~ 
of oral spelling when such work is of use rarely in one's life-
time? All the good that may belong to this method may be 
secured better in other ways. Spelling can be learned prac-
tically as we use it far more thoroughly than by a method which 
is abandoned when the child leaves sc~ool. As a rule, this work 
should be done with pen or pencil when the child can use paper 
or slate. Oral spelling should be confined to reading lessons 
and to' special ' occasions. 
OUTLINE OF A COURSE OF STUDY.-CHICAGO PUB-
LIC SCHOOLS. 
REPORT OF COMMITTEE No. 2.-LANGUAGE. 
N. w. Boomer, Secretary of Committee. 
FIRST GRADE. 
I. Construction of brief 'sentences containing one 1ta11/(·word 
of the grade. 
2. Construction of complete sentences in answer to questions 
put by thl' teacMr. 
3. Capitals at the beginning of sentences, in pwper names, 
and the word I. 
4. Pupil's name, and residence. 
5. Punctuati()n: period and int~rrogation point. 
SECOND GRADE. 
J. Construction of sentences using two words of the grade; 
and writing sentences dictated. 
2. Constructien of asking and of telling sentences: also the 
writing of questions and answers dictated. 
3. Capit,als as in previous grade, adding the word O. 
4. Punctuation: as in first grade, adding the use of comma in 
a series o'f similar words, and addresses. 
5. Abbreviations: of names of months, of days of week, and 
of titles in Reader. 
THIRD GRADE. 
I. Construction of short paragraphs on familiar subjects, as : 
In description of pictures, and in expressing size, shape, use, 
motion, value, and the like. 
2. Capitals: a.~ in previous grades. 
3. Punctuation: as in previous grades, adding exclamation 
point and simple quotation. ' , 
4. Abbreviations of all words learned that are commonly_ab-
breviated. , ------ , 
5. 1vt:arking the long and the short vowels. 
FOURTH GRADE. 
I . Compositions of five or more li~es once a week . . 
2. Writing portions of readi~g leasons with ehauge of words, 
and filling blanks. 
3. Reproduction of stories told, or of incidents related by 
the teacher. 
4, Definition of all words learned. Use of dictionary. 
5. Capitals and abbreviations as in previous grades. 
6. Marking of all vowel sounds, according to Webster. 
7. Punctua;ion as in previous grades, adding use of colon be-
fore enumeration. 
8. Distinguishing nouns common and proper and verbs. 
9. Correction of common errors of speech. 
NUMBERS CONTINUED.-FIFTH GRADE. 
I. Review of Fundamental Operati(.ns and Fe'deralMoney, in-
chiding Theory and Pr~ctice. ' 
2. General Principles of Division, Properties of Numbers, 
Factoring, Cancellation, G. C. D., L. C. M. 
3. Common Fractions. 
4. Analysis of Processes arid Problems. 
SIXTH GRADE. 
I. Decimal Fractions. 
2 . Computing Simple Interest. 
3. Compound Numbers, inc1udi n'g Metric System and Men-
suration. 
4 Analysis of Processes and Problems. 
NorE.-Omit in this grade: Longitude and Time. Duodeci-
mals, Comparative Tables of Weights and Measures. 
SEVENTH GRADE. 
I. Percentage and its Applications. 
2. Involution. 
1. Square Root . 
~. Ratio and Proportion. 
5. Analysis of Processes and Problems. 
NOTE.-Omit in this grade ': Gold Investments, All but U. S. 
Rule in Par,tial Payments, Banking, Exchange, Equation of Pay-
ments, Averaging Accounts. 
EIGHTH GRADE. 
1 . Review the Theory and extend the Practice of p·revious 
grade. 
2. Applications of Percentage: Banking, Exchange, Equa· 
tion of Payments, Averaging Accounts. 
3. Compound Numbers. 
4. Evolution. 
5. Analysis of Processes and Problems. 
NOTE.-Omit in this grade: Duodecimals, Alligation Alter-
nate, Progressions. 
THE ROMA~ NOTATION. 
To 1/1( Editors of til( Wukly: 
Amid the numerous reforms that have latterly been projected in educational 
lines, I have lJeen surpri;ed that some one has not suggested the abolition of 
the Roman Notation. Cumbrous, awkward, ami useless. except for limited 
specific purposes, which would be equally well subserved by substituting ' the 
Arabic characters, it haunts our arithmetics, a nightm~ to tyros, a kind of , 
mathematical castor-oil, with which inconsiderate teachers and questioners de-
light to dose their victiins. It is semi-barbarous in Its origin, and has little 
more cl~m-to a place in oiit.teachings than the.Cllinese alphabet or a Choctaw 
,Hymn. 
Not 10Dg siDce. I noticed the following, the first question in arithmetic in a 
set prepared by a commissioner for a teacher's examination: 
If Divide 356y .000,005 and wn'Ie I"e result ,n Roman Nolation." Now 
I venture to assert that Dot one teacher in a hundred, whose attention has not 
been especially directed to it, can write five miJtzo,,", in Roman Notation, 
without consulting aD Arithmetic as to the proper method of expressiDg it. 
Those ~ho can shoDldhave t4eir c~ficate:; canceled, or they will be stulflDg 
their pupils full of ~'s and M's and .D's, which will be just about as DUtri-
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tive to them mentally, as is the sawdust, with wbich- its limbs are rounded, to 
a doll. -
-I can conceive that the printer, who delights in Roman letters for an occa· 
sional display head·line, might demur to my proposition. So likewise, the 
venerable deacon, who clings to a belief in the literal inspiration of the Old 
Testament, might be scandalized at seeing" Psalm I48" instead of " Psalm 
cxt VIII." but these are exceptional cases. - _ 
However, if we must tolerate this excrescence upon our arithmetical teach-
ings, for a time longer, let us poultice it dpwn to reasonable proportions. Why 
not teach simply enough, so that the child can determine tbe time of day by 
consulting the Town Clock, or be able to decipher the number of chapters in 
a moderate·sized volume, and stop there? The" Higlur Aritkmtlic" Ro· 
man Notation is a re"finement of cruelty, which has crept in upon us, for the 
malicious purpose of tormenting anxious candidates for promotion, or trpm-
bling aspirants for teachers' certificates. If it were useful for any other pur: 
pose than for them, in tum, to inflict upon the generation to follow them, It 
would be tolerable. As it is not, why ne>t dispense with it? ARAB. 
HOW TO TEACH BEGINNERS IN READING. 
70 tk. Editors of tke Weekly : " 
Before I ask a little one to read sentences, I cause him to feel acquainted 
with me_ In some cases this can be accomplished in five minutes, in other 
cases it takes as many days. We look at pictures and talk about them. He 
tells me the name of his dog, and of the haby,-how many new lambs they 
nave, and whether any of the lambs are black. To these and other items I 
listen with intense interest. He appreciates the fact that he can tell me 
lomething that I want to know. The first sentence read is "The cat runs." 
We look at the picture of the cat in full chase after the rat. The subject 
is fully discussed. He ha; seen his cat run and catch a rat, and once she 
caught a bird. He reads again" The cat runs." I say," Tell me what you 
read;" and no other sentence is read until he has complied with this directIOn. 
.I do not ask what rutls, nor what does the cat do ; without any suggestive 
question he is to tell me wkat I .. read, and he can generally do this very 
soon "The dog runs," "The- boy is on the top of a house;" and many 
other sentences are treated in the same way. _ 
After he has told me that he read, "The cat runs," I ask about what makes 
the cat ru~, etc. 1 find it easier to get a statement of what a child reads, by 
requiring the statement when he reads his first sentence, th,an at any later pe· 
riod. By the time he and his classmates reach the middle of the First Reader; 
at least once a day after the class comes to the recitation bench, I say, Read 
and Tell. The one called Qn to read reads until 1 signal him to discontinue. 
He instantly holds his book at arm's length down his side, and, without a word 
from me, proceeds to tell in words of his own seiection what he has read. 
About is a prohibited word. This continues until the reading exercise is 
done. Then one is called on to Ttll. He begins at the beginning of the 
\, lesson and continues tm I call another's name, when the one named begins 
where the first left ~ff. Thus it goes on until the lesson is finished. They 
soon come to take great pleasure in being able to tell it without using many 
of the words that are in the lesson. 
The same means of securing attention and understanding and use of lan-
,guage are followed through our whole course of reading. 
B. G. ROOTS, 
TAMAROA"PERRY COUNTY, ILl .. , Feb. 25, 1879· 
LIGHTING THE SCHOOL ROOM. 
To Ilu Editors of Ike Weekly: 
In No. 100, of your wide-awake WEEKLY, the question was asked by a 
correspondent why we should admit the light only from one side of the room; 
and you inclined to the opinion, in your editorial note, that there is no ob-
jection to doing so. At the same time you expressed a desire to bear from 
others on that point_ 
In a recent article on Nearsightedness in Children, which 'you were kind 
enough to publish and notice favorably, 1 advised that the light should be 
admitted oDly from one side and in the rear. This and other opinions ex-
pressed there, are the result of considerable observatio.n and study, bu.t fear-
ing that the position might not be well taken, I have wntten to an expenenced 
and competent oculist, Dr. Perrin Johnson" of Peoria, from wh~e reply I 
quote: . . 
"Light from both sides of the school ,room would be. eqU1~ent to f~ont 
Ught, ai, you could not be able \0 arrange the desks at an ana:l.e ,to avoid the light 
entering the eye from some one of the windows that would always be in front 
from one side or the other. , If your light be on only one side, you may so 
arrange the desks that the eyes may be shaded from (he direct light, and the 
object illuminated. The effect on the eye of front light is the contraction of 
the pupil, which requires the object to be brought too close to the ey~s; the 
converg1Og of the optic axes; the pressing of the globe between the recti-
muscles, and the temporary elongating of tlje ball. This, in the pl:lStic con-
dition of the eyes of tbe young, if continued a long time, may result in per-
manent elona:ation and Myopia." 
I think you are right in s.ying that it is well to have ' abun<larice of light, 
even if it has to be taken from both sides. On bright days-the light from 
one side and the rear is generally sufficient, and the windows on the other side, 
if there are any, should be shaded. A thin shade which admits a partial and 
different light would perhaps be better than close shutters. 
One point I should have made in the article referred to, which did not then 
occur to me. The walls of a study room, or of any other room where people 
remain' for several hours a day, should not be (inted with yellow, or with any 
color in which yellow pred..ominates. This color, 10 any considerable quantity, 
is injurious, not only to the eye; but also to the nervous and nutritive systems. 
lt bas been found that mechanics laboring in rooms where the walls had;' 
yellow tint were less healthy and cheerful than those of the s~me establish-
ment who worked in rooms where the color was, of a different tone. , 
, C. W. LEFFINGWELL. 
CONSTRUCTION OF INFINITIVES. 
To tk. Editors of tke Wttkly: 
My friend from Illinois has given se;enteensentences, containing, however, 
only nine different infinitive constructions. The first and third under adverbs 
are identical. as both limit verbs. The first and second under Nominative 
Constructions are Identic, • .!, both being used as the subject of a finite verb. 
Th~ first, second, thud, and sixth, under Objective Constructions, are also the 
same, each being used as the object of a verb, and the fourth is wrong. " To 
read" in that has the construction of an adverb, telling why the purchase was 
made. Expanded it would read, .. I bought a book that John might read it!' 
The two under the Absolute Constructions are right. The first ' under the 
Adjective Constructions is wrong,-" to play," in this, having the construction 
of a noun in the nominative case, in apposition with" desire." 
My friend has made three mistakes, by not having a clear conception of 
what is meant by the cotlslructio,! of an infinitive. lt is the use, or the offic~ 
which an infinitive performs in the sentence in which it is found, that is meant 
by its construction. The infinitive always performs the office of a noun, ad-
jective, or adverb. A. A. CROSIER. 
COPLEY, OHIO. 
A SOLUTION OF THAT "OLD PROBLEM." 
To Ike Editors of tl.. Weekly : 
Enclosed please find solution of the first problem by "S" in the last WEEK-
LY. It is one made by one of my college friends after our professor-sup-
posed to be a thorough mathem.tician-had said that it could be solved by 
Sturm's Theorem and in no other way. 
(I) X'+Y=7 
(2) X+Y'=II 
0) .r'-4=3-Y, from (I) by transposition. 
(4) Y'-9=2-r, from (2) by trallliposition. 
(5) (..--2)(X+2)=3-Y, from (3) by factoring. 
(6) X_2=3-Y from (5) 
X+2 
(7) 2-x= -3-Y from (6) by change of signs. 
X+2 
(8) Y'-9= -3-Y =L -....L from (7) and (8) 
X+2 -,,+2 X+2 
(9) Y' - 2....+--1 -=9 __ 3_+ __ I'_ " from(8)by ,transposition 
X+2 (2 .. +4)" "-+2 (2X+4)" . 
and complet1Og the square. 
(10) 11--1-=3- _I_by extracting square root of (9). 
2X+4 2X+~ 
(II) Y=3 from (10). 
(12) z=2 by substitution in (I) or (2). R. 
A boy will learn more true wisdom in a public schoolin a year than by a 
private Cducatioll in five. It i. not from masters, DUt from their equals, that 
youth learn a knowledge of the world.-Golt/s",it4. 
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THE STATES. 
CoLORADO.- The first Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction states that only five-eighths of the children of school age are en-
. rolled, and yet the increase in enrollment for the year 1878 over 1877 was 
nellrly 2,600; the increase in the whole number of persons between the ages 
of five and twenty-one for the same time being nearly 4,900. The increase 
in attendance was nearly 1,600, showing about the same average percentage 
of attendance to enrollment as in 1877. The value of school houses .. nd 
property December 31,1878, was '281,674, being an increase of '36,529 over 
1877. The total expenses were '243,850, being a trifie over ten per cent per 
capita of the school population. With reference to teachers' wages, women's 
wages have decreased a trifle over eight per cent, while men's wages have 
decreased eleven per cent. Female teachers have increased while male 
teachers have decreased. The primary teachers are paid better than other 
grades. 'Phe increase in school libraries is over 80 per cent. With reference 
to the State University the Superintendent says: "Its success hllk more than 
realized the dream of its most enthusiastic friend." He sayi also, that com-
pulsory educatton is a failure in practice, though he believes it theoretically 
• correct. The report lea'ves one with the impression _til at, taken as a whole, 
(be school system of Colorado is in a creditable conditioii. 
MINNESOTA.-Prof. G. Walter Dale, of Chicago, spends next week at 
Carleton College, by invitation of the faculty, delivering his Comprehensive 
College Course in Elocution, before the students of that institution. 
A State Teachers' Institute will convene at Litchfield, Monday, April 7. 
A petition is before the Legislature, from ~inneapol~. asking for a more 
equitable distribution of the "Permanent University Fund," for the strength-
ening of the agricultural department of the University, the establishment of 
an industrial school, and providing the' necessary technical instruction. The 
petitioners represent that the income from this fund, amounting to about $23,-
000 per annum, has been perverted from itS original design, and devoted 
chiefly to furnishing a schoJastic education. 
ILLINOIS.-The teachers' association of McHenry county met at Wood-
stock March I. The exerciies consisted of the presentation and discussion 
of the subjects of primary arithmetic, pronunciation, and physiology. Also 
the question of the "higher branches in the common schools" wa, discussed. 
There was a good attendance and considerable interest. The next meeting 
will be held at Nunda, on Saturday, March 29. 
Supt: John T. Ray, of Ogle county, announces th~t a teacher's institute will 
be held at Polo, April 1,2, and 3. "Valuable dissussions will be given on 
various educational questions of the day by the school principals and expe-
rienced teacher, of O~le and adjoining counties. Special attention will be 
given to' methods of teaching. The teacher. of the Polo public schools and 
others will illustrate with classe, before the institute. Lectures will be de-
livered by Prof. John W. Cook, of Normal, and Prof. N. ·C. Dougherty of 
Peoria. They will also be. present to work in the institute. Prof. A. A. 
Griffith, of Fulton, will be present, and will give practical drill in methods of 
teaching elocution." , 
The executIve committee of the Illinois Principals' Association convened 
at Sterling March 8, and decided to hold the next annual · session of the As-
sociation either at Sterling or Peoria, on Tuesday and Wednesday, July I and 
2. The determination' of J-lte place will be announced hereafter, and will de-
pend upon the railroad accommodatbns which may be secured, though very 
favorable terms have already been made with one or two companies . 
A sharply contested bill in the legislature has just failed of passage, for 
which all friends of the schools may be thankful. It was that providing for 
the omission of the more advanced branches from the examination of teach-
ers, and thus lowering the standard of qualifications. 
WISCONSIN.-The State Superintendent's report is a document of unusu"l 
value. The report proper is devoted to' summaries of statistics, accounts of 
official labor, sugge,tion, for improve'ment of the schools, and not to essay_ 
writing of a~y kind. The following gleanings will be of interest, ·we trust, to 
school-men everywhere., and especially to the readers of the WEEKLY in this 
state, and they will also give a faint idea of the completeness of the report: 
The whole number of district" not including independent cities, is 5,361, a 
net decrease of 203- The number of children over four and under twenty 
years of age reported is 478,692, showing an increase of only 304, and only 
1,717 children of school age reside in districts which !Dnintained school less 
than five months, while last year. they were double thiS number. The whole 
number of children of school age who have attended the public schools is 
295,215; of .those under school age; 500; _over, ~,387; making in all, 297,-
602, a gain of 6,387. The number attendmg prtvate schools IS. reported at 
25,532. Of the children between four and fifteen year; of age ID the state, 
69 per cent attended the public schools. Reckoning twenty days as a school 
month, the average for the counties is about eight months to each school; for 
the independent cities, nearly nine and a half m Jnths_ The number of 
teachers necessary for all the public schools IS 6,700, an increase of 129. The. 
number actuaJly employed in the course of the year was 9,808, a decrease of 
50. T!d,. shows that 3,108 schools changed their teachers, a practice so 
injurious to our educational system that it should be discontinued as soon as 
practicable. It is the result of the endeavor to obtain teachers at the lowest 
rates. In the country districts the average wages of male teachers were $38.-
4.~ per month, a decrease of $2.03; female teachers, $25-33, a decrease of 
$1.02. In the independent cities, the average salary paid to male teachers 
was $1,002.73 per annum, a decrease of $79.27; female teachers, $347.04, a 
deerease of $12.26. The average monthly wages of male teachers in these 
INDIANA.-The association of the teachers of St. Joseph co.unty assem- cities were $105.55;. of female teachers, '36.53. Of the 766 teachers em-
- ployed in these cities the past year, 112 were males and 654 females. The 
bled in the high school building at South Bend, March 8, and were called to or- certificates were issued to 2,744 males, and to 6,186 females. 58 free high 
derby Prof. Whipple. Superintendent Mooroffered a series ofresolutions con- schools received state aid last year. Of these, 37 reported for the first time. 
demning ~e text-book bill before the legislature. Several good papers were 85 schools reported this year under the law as it existed previous to the day 
Presented, ana evidently appreciated~ The society adJ' oumed to meet the first when the new Revised Statutes took effect. This is an addition of 27 schools. 
. - The number of districts that have adopted lists of text-books is 2,959. The 
Saturday in April. districts:which purcbase text-books number 1,104; those which loan them to 
A pupil 01 the Lafayette schools had ' been annoyed by having his ·dinner pupils, 427;- whic~ sell thel,D to pupils, 681. 70 tow~ repo~ uniform series 
stolen, until he thought forbearanc~ad ce~ be a virtue, so he .procured of text lJooks used m all theIr schools. The total receipts durmg the last year 
~ d . I from taxes levied and all ot)1er sources were $2,749,~5'5.93; expenditures, 
some ipecac rom. a dru~ st~re, an ~pnnk ed it well, w~en the frief was dis· $2,148.32,9.54. The average for teachers' wages fo~each pupil was $5.42, 
covered and brought to Justtce. . and the whole expense of the sC.hools shows an average of '7.24 per scholar. 
In most of the counties the school books. issued by VanAntw,erp, Bragg'& The aggre ate _ Vilue of school property is $5,1 {5,555.92. The number of 
Co. have been adopted by the county board of education for six years. ~en incapacitated for instruction by defec~ of. vis~on, hearing, and in~ellect 
. -- . __ -' aggregat~ 691,_ and the demand for a state IDShtutlon for the . educatIOn of 
KANSAS.-The Regeuts' Report of the KanSas State Agricultural- COllege feeble-mmded IS strongly set fortb. The total number of graduates from the 
- . . . . - denominational colleges is 713 ; ' total number now in these institutions, 951. ~C?ntam • . some IDteres~lDg facts. The course of stu~y has been compressed'. The condItion of th!l school libraries is alluded to as the most humiliating of 
mto·fouf yeau . . Dljl'mg the calendar year 1878, there were two hundred and anything connected with the schools,· only 328 districts reporting them; eight 
thirty-eight students, representing fifty-one counties. Important and needed counties and nine cities report none .. The whole number of volumes is 21,-
improvements have been made;and ota debts cleared up. The future for the '5n; ;cash value, ~20,975.23. The whole number of series of schoo~ books, 
- tim!' n looks mising al'd it is hb ped: extensions to ine Duilllings may' used m the sta~e ~ 7~ and the whole number Qf different books IS 189. 
ms 10 pro . , , . _ Last yeu the dIStributIon of school-fund was at the rate of 41 cents to each 
BOOn be added. The- Regents ask that the college shall be reimbursed fo~ pupil and this·year it was .only 39 cents. About 5,000 teachers attended the 
expenditures which should have ~ ~d by the s~e. iIiStitutes last year. or these, 50S were prepared in our colleges and univer-
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sities; 199 in our academies; 573 in the normal schools; 2,111 in .the high 
schools; and 1,367 in the common schools only. 
The report closes by strongly urgtng greater permanenCy in the position 
of the teacher, higher qualification on the part·of t~e teacher, support of free 
high scbools, purchase of text.books by districts, course of study for the un· 
graded schools, and the township system. These ~oints a~e advocated at 
length, and a wide and careful reading of the report WIll certamly be of great 
benefit to the school interest of the state. 
The new compulsory law requires every child between the ages of 7 and 15 
years to attend some school at least twelve weeks in every s~h()ol year, com· 
mencing next September. School boards have power to excuse upon (I) 
physicians' certificate of ill health, (2) "or other good reason" showing bodily 
or mental incapacity, (3: need of time and labor to care for brother, sister, or 
parent, (4) "or that such child is otherwise being furnished with means of ed· 
ucation," (5) "or has already acquired a fair knowledge of the branches of 
learning ordinarily taught in our public schools," but no pupil is compelled to 
travel more than two miles. Books are to be furnished to children of indi-
gent parents. Penalties are provided and methods of d~tecting delinquents. 
A glance at the above five reasons for absence will show anyone that a whole 
army of truants can be marched through the Il1-w with the utmost ease. . 
The county superintendents are notifying their teachers that "no certificates 
will be endorsed" this year; as the Attorney General has decided that such 
endorsement is not equivalent to the certificate required by law. 
MICHIGAN.-The B'!)' City schools are in excellent condition under the 
supervision 01 Superintendent I. W. Morley, who has been connected with 
them now nearly eight years. During.quite an ext ended visit through a large 
number of Micbigan and n.orthern Indiana schools we have found no better 
work in any, especially in the primary departments. They have an efficient 
and faithful corps of teachers, 13, of whom are graduates of the high school, 
6 more are in the training school, and 5 others were former students. The 
, enrollment Jan. 31 was 2,340, per cent of attendance for the same month, 94. 
The Oakland County district schools are favorably mentioned in the county 
papers, especial mention being made of the Franklin school, taught by Mr. 
Lysander Dunbar, and tlie Wing Lake school, under the direction of Mr. 
_ Lucius Randall. The latter has been known for several years as one of the 
most successful common school teachers in the county. 
Correspondents of the Howell Rtpublican speak highly of the . schools 
taught this winter by Miss Louisa Cameron, Mrs. Ida Beujamin, Miss Gra-
ham, Mr. I<;napp, and Mr. R. C. Sellman. 
Numerous petitions have been presented to our Legislature this winter for 
the admission of girls to the Agricultural College, on an equal footing with 
boys; to make females eligible as school officers; for uniformity in text-books; 
for retaining the present township superintendency system; for a board of 
three county examiners of teachers. 
A Wayne county teachers' association has been formed to meet at Wayne 
each month. ' 
Since last week's letter Superintendent Gower has appointed an institute 
for Kent couuty, at Ada, March 31 to April 4; for Clinton county,at St. 
Johns, sal'le date. ' -
The present l"reshmau class at the State AgriculturAl College numbers about 
100. This institution is becoming very popuiar among Michigan farmers . 
The ladies and gentlemen interested in the project to rebuild the Industrial 
Schoo~ building in DetrOIt, and establish at the school a department where 
E. G. Holden is, according to the Post and T7'ibunt, accomplishing excellent 
service in the best interests of art, and it is hoped that the day is not far dis· 
tant when it will be established in a building of its own, and the most ambi-
tious hopes of its projectors fully realized. 
A meeting was held at the industrial school, Detroit, Feb. 13, to take into 
consideration .the report of the committee charged with drafting a comprehen-
sive plan for looking after the welfare of newsboys and bootblacks, making 
attendance upon school for two hours in the day compulsory, and providing 
for the erection and mainienance of a schooJ"as _proposed by Bradford Smith. 
Judge C. I. Walker read the report, and a discussion ensued between Mr. 
Walker, Mr. Maybury, and ex-Governor Baldwin as to the constitutionality of 
the compulsory regulation. The consolidated committee was made perma-
nent, ' and another committee 'was appointed to confer with the board of edu-
cation on the whole question. 
NEW YORK.-Syracuse University proposes to raise $40,000 to endow a 
professorship m the liberal arts, to be filled by a woman, who is to be elected 
by a board of trustees. The money is to be subscribed by women who have 
property in their own right. 
The students of the State Normal School at Cortland have entered upon 
the publication of a semi-monthly called TI .. Normal Ntws. 
IowA.-Mr. P. N_ Miller, for a 'numberof years the efficie-nt head of West 
Liberty schools, died last January. 
There is said to be a school district in Washington county that levies no 
school tax, because .there is not a person of school age in it. . 
Hon. C. W. von Crelln, Mr. R . M. Ewart, Supt. of Delaware county, and 
Prln. L .. A. Rose, of Davenport, met at the last-named place last week and se-
le~ted a course of study for Normal Institutes in Iowa next summer. 
According to newspaper report, the Wilton Collegiate Institute is in a bad 
condition financially . A debt of $1,600 is pressing the school to the wall. 
This item is going the rounds: "Des Moines has 3,198 school children, 
four school buildings with a seating capacity of 2,150, thirty-eight teachers. 
The average cost of tuition per pupil is $10,06." 
Prof. Curran, the University Librarian, reports 10,000 volumes in the gen-
erallibrary, 2,000 in the law library, and 2,000 in medical books and public 
documents. The number of papers and periodicals kept on file is forty-two_ 
A German paper-Dt r Dtmokrat-printed in Davenport, has the honor of, 
being proscribed in Austria. 
Supt. Todd of the Boone schools reports an enrollment for February of 611 
and an average attendance of 568. The average daily attendance at the high 
school is 79. 
Governor Gear conferred the degree of Doctor of Medicine upon the fif-
teen graduates of the Medical department of the State University last week. 
Fred. H. Little delivered the valedictory address and Pres. Pickard on behalt 
of the Faculty addressed the graduates in his usual fehcitous manner. Miss 
Minerva Lewis was the only lady-graduate. The examining commi\tee 
were highly pleased with the excellent manner in which the new doctors ac-
quitted themselves. . 
The Davenport Gazttlt says of the Agricultural College :-"This college is 
perhaps the only institution in the West which teaches the household art 
practically. During the co';'ing year instruction in cooking will be continu-
ous and also in the laundry and dressmaking. The girls are to be taught 
these branches." 
newsboys and bootblacks can be taught, recently held .an informal meeting. NEW ENGLAND.-One o( the most interesting discussions ill the Maine 
They propose either to exchange their preseut property for a lot and building, Legislature this year has been on the Free High School law which has now 
or a lot aud an equivalent for a building in cash. If they can not do this they been suspended. At the present writing, there are more than one hundred 
will erect a new building OD the old site. and fifty of these sch"ols that receive about $50,000-fTom the state in ~ums 
The estimates for the Detroit schools for the ensuing year are as follows : Sal- not exceeding $500 to each town. I~ ,tum these, towns appropriate a like 
aries of teachers and superintendent, $147,750 ; Wages of Janitors, $12,000; amount and are thereby enabled 10 maintain a school the entire year. The 
Fuel, $8,000; Supplies, $5.000 ; Printing, $1,200; Insurance, $650; Rent, repeal of the law is a serious blow to the educational interests of the state. 
$600; Furniture, $2,500 ; School Census, $725; Salary of Secretary, $2,000; While the House has been economiziug in school expenditures it bas not .for-
Improvements and new School Buildings, $28,000; Total, $208.425. gotten to give the state priuting to the party organ at a price $3,000 higher 
The members of the Apha Delta Phi college fraternity, resident at Detroit, than the lowest bid. 
entertained the members of the under-graduate chapter of Michigan Univer- The Western Normal School at' Farmington, Me., opened the 25th ult. with 
sity at a splendid banquet at the Brunswick, Friday evening, Marc~ 7· Judge a large attendance. Principal Rounds understands the wants of the Maine 
Henry B. Brown presided, supported by ·Judge Thomas M. Cooley, of Ann schools and is doing excellent and valuable work. 
Arbor. Speeches were made by U. S. District Attorney S. M. Cutcheon, North Bridgton 'Academy .opens with about ninety ~tudent. under the direc-
Supt. J. M. B. Sill, of the Detroit schools, Gen. Luther S. Trowbridge, ex- tion of J. F. Moody, formerly o(Hebron. We are glad to see this old insti-
Jndge Albert H. Wilkiuson, and many others. ' tution revive again. It has not had a successful term since 1868, but under 
The new art school established -in Detroit by Mr. L . T. Ives and Mrs. ,. its new management it bids fair to be prosperous again. 
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OFFICIAL DEPARTIIIENT. 
MICHIGAN. 
HON. C. A. GOWER, SUPT. PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
A new district, baving no fu!,ds, may maintain its first scbool by using its 
credit. Tbe board can make an estimate under sec. 24, school law, of the 
amount . needed, wbich they sbould place on record, to be reported at the 
proper time to tbe supervisor for assessment. It may tben borrow the money 
for the district, the same to be repaid (with interest, if so agreeing) when 
the tax is collected. Sec. 23 , scbool law. 
It bas been decided by tbe bigher courts that, while a pupil is going to and 
from school, the jurisdiction of tbe teacher and the parent is concurrent. In the 
school and during school hours the authority. of thc teacher is supreme, sub-
iect onl7 to the rules of the board. Unless restricted by the board, he may 
punish, in his discr~tion, provided the punishment is ;;'ot unreasonable in 
character or severity.-Lansing Rtj .. Dlica,.. 
NEBRASKA. 
HON. S. R. THOMPSON, SUPT. PUBLIC INSTRUCTI ON. 
Text-books are " apparatus," and may be purchased in the same way. 
Things "necessary" to the very existe!!ce of a school may be furnished by 
the board without a <pecial vote of the district. "Apparatus" cannot be so 
purchased. 
Under the law it is the duty of a county superintendent to attend institutes, 
and he is entitled to his per diem for that, the same as any other work. See 
last part of Sec. 83, School Law_ 
Is is the' opinion of the State Superintendent that Sec. 79 leaves the 
amount of time which a county superintendent shall J:ive to his work to his 
own discretion, except that It cannot be a less number than "the number of 
scbool districts," and "one day for each precinct." 
A school board has a right to make :l rule forbidding a teacher to receive 
non-resident pupils. In case such rule is adopted the teacher is legally 
bound to enforce it. No county superintendent can legally revoke a teacher's 
certificate for enforCing the rules of the board. 
A person who moves into a 'district merely to attend school cannot thereby 
gain II residence which will entitle him to attend without tuition.. A half 
day's attendance should be so recorded and counted. 
The attorney-general decides that school district officers have a right to 
purchase school apparatus only when funds (a tax) have been voted by the 
district for that purpose. When officers, in the absence of such a tax or fund 
rais;d for the purpose, purchase apparatus, the district is not bound, and "the 
parties selling must look to the individuals making the pnrchase." Sec. 4, 
Statute Laws, Pages 356 to 357. • 
A district which was organized April I, 1878, could not take a census 
egally to the ten days preceeding the first Monday of April 1879. An unor-
ganiztd district cannot take II census. 
It is held that a remonstrance is a counter petition.-Lutrary Notts. 
WISCONSIN. 
HON. W. C. WHlTFORD, SUPT. PuRL'tc INSTRUCTION. 
I. In a case where a district school liad occupied a site for twenty years, 
and Directors supposed they had a title, but find that they cannot show title, 
Superintendent Whitford holds that undisturbed occupancy for twenty years 
gives a title by prescription. But if the district had not such occupancy, the 
town board can establish the site, in case the owner will not lease it on rea-
sonable terms. It may be necessary to have a special meeting to "designate" 
the site, if it was not done originally. 
2. The board, as sucb, cannot call a meeting of tbe district. It must be 
done on the request of five voters. 
-Tbe Report of the Minister of Education fo" Ontario for theyeat 1877 has 
just been presented to the House of Assembly. It is of the usual size, and 
contains complete statistical tables on all subjects connected with Jbe Pllblic 
and Hil[h schools, Normal and Model Schools, certification and superanua--
tion of teachers; reports of Inspectors and Central examiners and the Orders 
in Council for the year 1877. The report satisfactorily shows, as far as POSSI-
ble, that:the advancement made in public education is quite 'up to, if not aJiead 
of the progress made by the Province in other respects. 
-Elihu Burri£t, New Britain's learned blacksmifh, died at his residence on 
Friday of last week. 
AN INTERVIEW WITH SUP.T. 'DOTY, OF CHICAGO_ 
Last week a representative of tbe WEEKLY called upon Mr. Duane Doty, 
the Superintendent of city schools, and blandly introduced bimself with tbe 
professional remark, " The WEEKLY would be pleased to know your views 
upon some subjects with whicb you are familiar, and trusts y'ou will not object 
to answering a (ew questions." 
jl£r. D . "One's obje\;tion to an interview of this sort is' not so much an 
unwillingness to try and answer questions, as the fear of being incorrectly re-
reported." . 
Rtjorttr_ "But 1 can take in shor~-hand just what you say, and there 
need be no fear of error in the report. " 
Mr. D. "Your assurance tends to dispel a prejudice based upon nothing 
more substantial than my experience, and 'r suppose you wm humor tbat prej-
udice by reading to me wbat you say I have said for revision ." 
' 1?tjorttr. " 0 certainly." And fearing that the Superintendent's remarks 
were drifting in the direction of a reflection upon reportorial accuracy, and 
well aware that vamty is a valuable point with teachers as with clergymen, 
the reporter changed the current of the conversation by the remark that tbe 
many readers of the W EEKLY would be glad to know his views upon certain 
educational questions, and tben asked what he thought of educational asso-
ciations, and the meetings of such bodies, which. have lately been held all over 
tbe country. 
Mr. D . "Teachers, like members of other crafts and professions, have 
organized into county, state, and national associations. These associations 
have rendered valuable service to the cause of education, and will rendcr 
more valuable service in future ." 
R tporttr. "What is the nature of the service rendered?" 
Mr_ D. "If any young teachers chance to attend these meetings and learn 
what little the older members know, tbere is manifestly a positive gain." 
Rtport.r. "What is usually done at tbese meetings ?" 
Mr. D. "The ordinary program of exercises tells you. Lectures and 
essays alternate with discussions. Teacbers are much like people in other 
pro'ressions. Each one has a lecture or an essay-whether more than one is 
sti.ll a debatable question-and when an association is once organized, its first 
business, and its principal business for a few years, is to listen to these essays 
and speeches." 
RtjorttT. "Wbat prospect is tbere of an end to these things, and, should 
an end come, what will such associations then do ?" 
Mr. D. '" It is a difficult matter to tell what any body of persons will do. 
One of the learned professions is occupied in determining wbat legislative 
bodies havt done,-the bodies themselves not knowing, as their records seem 
to show. There are some pbases of educational work to which associations 
might give profitable attention, as it seems to me. Suppose, through appro-
priate committees, they examine; consider, and, to a large degree, decide upon 
pra.ctical qu~tions relating to school organization, courses of study, and metbods 
of instruction. Courses of study to-day are pieces of patch work. Each officer 
in charge of schools is apt to emphasize some subject for wbich he has special 
fondness. In one city the school authorities are extravagantly pushiog some 
feature like oral instruction, which a neighboring city is abandoning in disgust-
Take the matter of geography. Authors and publisbers are making, elaborat-
ing, revising, enlarging, and abridging books and series, all of which seems to 
show that nobody is quite sure what is needed, and hence this unrest- Why 
could not an association of teacbers constitute a council, to decide, a~ least 
approximately, what, how mucb, and when a subject should be taught? One 
course gives two years to the study of geography, and another seven. It has 
seemed to me that, as a profession, we ought to have more in tbe way of au-
thority upon so many matters. Why could not the state and national associa-
tions do much more for us in the direction here indicated? Individl!al opin-
ion merely is a sort of vagabond; the combined judgI9ln't of many is the only 
safe guide." ./ 
Rtjortlr. " ou seem to incline to tbe notion that some educational Lock-
yer will ere long resolve the elements' you term speeches and essays into one 
imponderahle gas. Tbis will be a matter of scientific interest, if not so flat-
tering to the vanity of speaker;. Why do so many teachers attend ;these 
meetings?" 
Mr. D. .. Local teachers do much toward making audiences. Some go 
to perform a part in the exercises, and many more go for the social features. 
It is pleasant to meet and shake hands with those with whom you are in 
correspondence, and with whose views you are famiiiar- through the edu-
cational journals." -
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Reporter. Do tbese associations d~ any tbing to' aid tbeir members in any 
way, as in getting positions ?" . . 
Mr. D . .. No. But.! 40 not see wby sucb bodies sbould not take steps to 
assist tbeir memfiers when .assistance is needed. I look very favorably upon 
the adoption of some pl'an of il)surance sucb as exists in many otber organi. 
~atjons. " 
Reporte ... .. Are C'ur city public schools increasing as to number of pupils ?" 
Mr. D. .. If you hid carefully read YOijr own journal, tbere would have 
been no need of such a question. We are ;'ow .using 73 buildings for schools, 
and, s\pce the first of last September, we bave enrolled 50,000 pupils. In· 
cluding the cadets we now bave 930 teachers. 
Reporter. .. Your Board of Education, it seems, asks for a much larger ap-
propriation tban last year. Why is this?" 
Mr. -D. .. To furnish school room.Ior, and to teach 2,500 additional pu-
pils each year, must add proportionately to the expenses of the educational 
departme.nt. To keep pace with the growth of the city, we ought to build 
four good school houses every ' year. But we have fallen much behind of 
late, in the. matter of buildings. 5,000 pupils are now instructed in rented 
rooms, and there are 6,000 who can only go half the time. The autborities 
will not permit the Board to dra)" to ,:xceed 85 per cent of tbe appropriation 
made, hence a larger appropriation is needed or a heavy reduction in expen· 
.ditures. While the city has tbe prever;ity to keep growing, it will n-ed more 
school.houses and more teachers." 
Reporte... "What do you mean by cadet" or cade\..teachers ?" 
, Mr. D . "Cadets are young teachers ~ho are at work without pay. They' 
are all high school graduales, and are learning how to teach by actual work 
in the school-room. Owing to the fact that the number of persons seeking 
situations here is largely in excess of the demand, we have discontinued our 
City Normal School. These young ladies who are at work are learning their 
profession as a young lawyer learns his profession in the office of a practioner_ 
When vacancies occur they may be filled by selection from cadets who have 
exhibited skill in school work. The cadets all hold certificates, and have 
definite work assigned them in the schools." 
Repo .. ter. "Do I unde .. tand that there is a large surplus of teachers in 
this locality ?" 
Mr. D. .. Yes. Hundreds of teacbers in otber states write us every year, 
offering to come here if we can give tbem situations. Althougb it was well 
known last July that we had 60 graduates of our City Normal School waiting 
for assignment, and tbat, in all probability, we should not need additional 
teacbers during tbis scbool y~ar, our examination was attended by nearly 
400 candidates. We have about 300 now on our list who would be glad to 
be appointed to positIons as teachers." 
Reporte... " Docs this stale of things exist in other cities and localities ?" 
M .... D. .. I judge from my correspondence that there never was a time 
when so many persons were seeking situations as teachers." 
Reporte... .. How do you account for this over-production of teachers, or 
rather for the desire of so many persons to enter upon such work?" 
M ... D. " I am unable to account for it elsewhere, hut for this region we 
wer~ stimulating too many to undertake such .work, and I advised the discon-
tinuance of the City Normal School as one means of limiting the number of 
applicants." 
R~po .. te... .. Don't yo'; believe in normal schools 1" 
M ... D. . "Certainly. But such a school may be needed at one time, 
and not at another. Were I a president of a college I would not urge the 
appointment of four teachers of Greek, when but one was asked. Normal 
schools make teachers, in the sense that law scbools make lawyers, and tbeo-
logical scbools make clergymen. We speak of teacbing as a profession and 
it is plea.<;ant to do so. The word profession is longer and more sonorous tb an 
tbe word craft. Rufus Choate said the law was notbing but a trade . . I once 
heard my friend Dr. Tbomas say-(but I don't always know wben be is quite 
in earnest,) tbat after a student had been to college, and to a theological sem-
inary, and bad then come in contact with the world, long enough to have 
the school notions pretty thoroughly knocked out of him, he was fairly ready 
to begin to achieve professional success. A distinguished educa:tor once told 
me that, in his opinion, a normal school graduate'S success in teacbing began 
when he had reached the point of careful avoidance of all the notions the 
normal had given him. But Cboate had the dyspepsia, and Dr. Thomas rei. 
isbes a little fine fun even at his own expense. Tbe educator to whom I al. 
lude was once an unsuccessful candidate for the presidency of a State N or-
mal School. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
SOME "POINTS" IN LAW, ETC. 
To tlte Editors of tlte Wukly: 
I don't know whetber D. H. Pingrey was conscious that he was dddg,ing the 
point at issue or not; if he was not conscious of it, I despair of ever getting, 
an idea into his head without surgical assistance. In a former communication 
he assumed that the school law , as far as it related to high schools, was un-
constitutional, and that the courts would so decide if they ever got a chance. 
As an exponent of constitutional law, he decided wbat the results would ulti-
mately be. I simply quoted a part of Rulison 7JS. Post, to show that, although 
it was not the point involved, it migbt possibly foreshadow wbat the opinion 
of the courts would be, on the subject of bigh scbools, if tbe matter was ever 
brought before tbem for consideration. A person wbo would extract from 
my letter the idea that the decision mentioned granted any right to the board 
of education not found in the statute, n1\tst be densely stupid, or grossly ignor-
ant of the use of words. 
As to my being brought before the court for "contempt," · if tbe court en-
tertained tbe opinion advanced by D. H. Pingrey, I should certainly have to 
pay my fine, as the court would truthfully apprehend my mental conditon. 
I do not expect to practice law, but if I ever should be driven to the wall 
and compelled to enter that· profession, I think I would give the courts a bet-
ter cbance than Mr. Pingrey has done. I would at least permit tbem to look 
over all cases and find out how they thought such cases ougbt to be decided 
before I came down on them. Just think how embarassing it must be for the 
courts to have all their duties anticipated. Decisions made and announced 
before they get a chance to distinguish themselves. It is n~t treating the court 
well . 
No, I sball not practice law, but stick to the ferule and the birch until I 
eradicate such sentiments as Mr. Pingrey has given utterance to from the 
minds of my pupils, tbat they may become useful and intelligent citizens. 
CHICAGO, March 4, 1879. 
J. H. LOOMIS. 
. TEN DOLLARS FOR TWO DOLLARS AND A HALF. 
To tl" Editors of tlte Weekly: 
I almost feel that honesty would dictate that I should enclose herewith a 
ten dollar bill, for I feel tbat I am receiving more than that benefit from the 
WEEKLY. It is a daily companion in tbe school room, and not a "weakly" 
one either. ' I am saying a good word for you, wherever I think it will do. 
you good. 
My 9th, loth, and IItb grades spelled 91 per cent of words in California 
examinationS, No. 104. God speed you, and help teachers to wake up to the 
benefit of an educational paper. 
Fraternally, 
CEDAR SPRINGS, MICH., Feb. 28, 1879. 
QUESTIONS. 
N. H . WALBRIDGE. 
I. How many republican forms of government in the world, and how long 
have they existed? 
2. How many states have adopted the compulsory school law ? 
3. Does it give satisfaction? 
V. A. S. ROBINSON. 
BELLEFONTE, Mo., March 6, 1879. 
ANSWERS. 
J. There are twenty-tbree republics in tbe world, as follows :San Marino, 
establisbed early in the fourth century ; Argentine Repuhli;; 1816; Bolivia, 
1825; Chili, 1844; Colombia, 183i; Costa Rica, 1839; Ecuador, 1831 ; 
France, 1870; Guatemala, 1839; Hayti; J858; Honduras, 1839; Liberia, 
1847; Mexico, 1857; Nicaragua, 1839; Orange River Free State, 1854; Par-
aguay, 181 I ; Peru, 1826; San Salvador, 1839; Switzerland, 1848; St. Domin 
go, 1842; United 'States of America, 1776; Uruguay, 18~5; Venzuela, 1831. 
2, and 3 .. These questions were answered in Numbers 102 and 104 of the 
WEEKLY. 
-Among tbe new' books promised by Hougbton, Oigood & Co., are "Lo-
cus~ and Wild Honey," by John Bllrrou~h~, a cbarmingout-of-door book sim-
Harin styl~ and matter to the author's "Wake Robin" and "Winter Sunshine;" 
Russel's "Library. Notes," a book out of print for some time past; and a new 
"Satchel Guide to Europe," whicb will be issued at once to catch the early 
birds who lIy across to Europe. 
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BACK NUMBERS 01 the WUKLV will be furnished or Bo~~nd c~~~,::c~oru~~~7~hH:IF~;~~~~~~t~~ilt s tamp, 
can..be had for '5.00. Covers alone. 75 cenll. 
If notice Is lent UI of a missing number immediately on 
receipt of the "IX! number, we will mail it free. Always 
live the "JI"'~lr of the paper, not the date. . 
In ordering a change In the nddrcu of your pat>cr, alway. 
glve the p05toflicc and state from which you wlsh the ad· 
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- Th·.t staunch defender of true Republicanism 
in America presents its claims to public patronage, 
in our columns tbisweek. We have read the Daily 
/nl'1' Oltan for severnl years, and consider it I/u 
hul political pap(r puhlished in the West. It is 
wholly reliable. free from sensationalism, and witb 
rarely an exception, its columns are pure in senti-
ment and expression. 
-G. P. Putnam's Sons call attention in this num-
ber to two of the most popular of their recllllt pub-
Iicat·ions. The first, Tyler's HUlory 0/ Am,rica .. 
Li/,,.alu,.,, needs no recommendation to teachers 
who are capable of appreciatmg it; and the second, 
Appl, Blossoms, IS said to be one of the sweetest 
and most remarkable volumes of tbe kind ever pub-
lished. . 
-Prof. Hamill's announcement of a "Summer 
School of Oratory," to be held in Chicago, appears 
in our columns this week. Tbe professor is at pres-
ent teachin~ an enthusiastic class in the University 
of Michi~an. ~ 
-Prof. F. P. Adams, who succeeded Prof. W. F. 
Harper as principal of the Central Normal College 
and. Commercial Institute at Danville, Ind., is mak-
ing extensive preparation for the spring term of that 
institution. Expenses are reduced to a figure wbich 
it would be impossible to maintain were it not for 
tbe large 'astendance of students. 
- Tbe Dentistry Parlors of the McCbesney Bros., 
cor. of Clark and Randolph Streets, are usually 
tbronged with patrons availing tbemselves o( tbe 
low rates possible because of the Doctors' immense 
patronage. The wholesaler always undersells the 
retailer. A dentist with but a single order per 
month must .needs charlie '20.00 to '30.00 for a set 
of teeth, while the facilities-and patronage of the 
McChesney Bros. enable them to furnish the same 
set at ,8.00. Patrons see the point. 
-Prof. G. Walter Dale writes us that the WEEK-
LY has brought him a larger correspondence tban 
all his ol/ltr ad'IJtrlis,mmls combintd. Ad vertiseu 
may mqke a note of this. 
Conflumr,t'Qn Cured. 
In ~i. ~~~~~;c~~nF.:~inJ;":~f~~~~h.h~nfo~':~I~I~r"~ 
(!~P~~:::~ta~~n:e8~:~c~it,~~e (=~t.an:Sfh~~n~d cu.ii 
Throat and [Unl Afft ctionl, a110 a positive and r~dlcaJ cure 
for Nervoul Debility and all Nervous Comp1ainll, aller 
:'~lh=~1t I:: hl:d~erf~~ c.:~~v~ rn~!: :: ~~:u:d::: 
fello";,. Actuated by ,'lll motive and a desire to relieve hu· 
man lufferlni, I wlU lend free of chal'lle to an who claire It, 
thll re<:lpe.l. with full dlrectioDi for rreparin( and Ullnlf, In 
German, !'rench, o~ Eni1ilh. Sen by Dlall by addreMln( 
with ltamp ... naming tbll 'paper"W. W. SHUAJI, '49 P_-
en' Block. KOCbeoter. N. Y. e-o-w, ocr 
THE ALLIANCE. 
IN THE TOILS. 
MARTYRS OF THE LATl'ER DAYS, 
is the title of a powerful serial story commenced in 
THE ALLIANCE for the week ending March 15. 
Tbe American people should awake to a real1z-
ing sen8e of tbe enormity of polygamy as open-
ly practiced te-day in Utah. Sermons, Lec-
tures, and addresses are good but notbmg is 
so potent as the power of a novel so written 
as to enchain attenti.on and enlist tbe sym-
pathiesof the reade.... "Uncll!!'Tom's Cabin" thus 
contributed greatly to the overthrow of Slavery. 
"IN THE TOILS" has a like mission to fulfill and is 
written witb such absorbing power that it is destined 
to bear tbe same relation to Mormanism tbat Mrs. 
Stowe's novel bore to Slavery. The authoress is 
MRS. A.G. PADDOCK, 
a talented lady whose residence in Salt Lake City 
has I'laced within her reach abundance of material 
wbicb her graphic pen has wrought into a novel 
of wonderful intensity and realistic power_ There 
is an indescribable cbarm pervading the whole nar-
rative_ It is the personality of ) he authoress who 
bas put ber whole soul into tbis work ; it is the 
charm of the aclual, the 1',al, wben it is vividly 
portrayed by a friend. The interest of the story 
intensifies witb each chapter until at last it takes 
complete possession of the reader wbo cannot, if 
he would, resist the impress;'," of the entire truth of 
tbe narrative. We have the assurance of the au-
thoress that in all its incidents tbe story is indeed 
veritable history written in tbe guise of fiction. 
This story is copyrighted and can only be obtain-
ed in tbe ALLIANCE. Subscriplion price $2 a year, 
poslpaid. SEI'OD IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION AT ONCE 
AND THUS SECURE WITHOUT ~-AIL THE OPENING 
CHAPTERS OF THE STOItY BEFORE THE EDITION IS 
EXHA.USTED. 
The teacher who desires to keep fully abreast with the 
=:~~:taW:r1~: beD!~h~:~ttilie O~jj::!~~:'- !htc~:te!::fer I;~: 
new management, rarely loses a subscriber once gained. 
The Allz'a"u contains, each week, 
P.lWF. SWING'S SERMo.N, 
reviled by himself, and articles fro:n a number of its strong 
corps of SpaCJA.L \';ONTRJDUTOJtS. Its . 
Ed ucatlonal Department, 
Under tbe conduct of 
PROF. JOHN C. GRANT, 
it maintained with remarkable VI&or and interest, and il 
proving of great value to all cngaged in educational work. 
Every week adds to tbe corps o( cnntributors and the 
opinion of its subscribers Is wen voiced lD the (ol(owing un .. 
soticlt.:d lener from the poet Whittier : 
A~/t~c~NOIL~UI~::1:' ~o: p~o~:. 3dftl~l8~-:~~h~'d~ 
come visitor, and i( all my friends ~ not take It, it is not (or 
lack of my recommendahon. I enclose the aubscription to 
May, ,879' • JOHN G. WHITtIBR. 
And <hil from the editor of S,,"",,>, ..4,1l",n- : "I like 
the Allja"". It is lively and enJ,crtaimng. · Its temper is 
load. t do nol think It meaDI to tell lies about the people 
With wbom it d'teca.- Ii is neatly printed aDd very cheap. 
May It live long and prosper. - W ASUINGTON GLADD.N 
Springfield, Nov_ 6, ,878_ 
Subscription Price, $2.00; postpaid. 
Address DIXON & SHEPARD, 
Publishers Alliance, 
'51 Dearboro St., Chlcaa;o. 
[Number 107 
Rock River Paper Co., 
138 and 140 Lake St., Chicago, 
Manufacturers and dealers in 
All Kz'nds 0./ Paper. 
Manufacturers 01 tbe 
Patent Red Cedar Carpet Lining and Building 
Paper. 
Samples sent on application 
El:eadaohe 
Ne~a1g1.a PILLS 
CELERY "Dr. C_ W. BaNsoN, a practi'inll PILLS 
CELERY physician, at 106 N . Eutaw St., Baltl- PILLS 
CELERY more, Md. (who has paid much atten- PILLS 
CELERY tion to nervous aiseases), has discover- PILLS 
CELERY ed that Extract of Celery and Chamo- PILLS 
CELERY mile combined in a· certain proporlion PILLS 
CELERY invariably cures either bilious, dyspep- PILLS 
CELERY tic, nervous, or sick headache, neural- PILLS 
CELERY Jia,andnervousness. This is a triumph PILLS 
CELERY 10 medical chemistry, and sufferf'rs all PILLS 
CELERY over the country are ordertn&, by mail. PILLS 
CELERY He prepares it in pills at 5°C. per box. PILLS 
CELER Y The doctor is la"ely known and highly PILLS 
CELERY respected in Balumore."-E,,6is. Met". PILLS 
Office, 106 N. Eutaw Street, Balttmore, Md_ 
For sale by all wholesale and retail druggsts, or will be 
sent, postpaid, to any address on receipt of price by the pro~ 
prietor. ccn 
Square and Cube Ro.o.t. 
A.a SlInple a. SlIn*~~A:l-:::,on, on an l!:ntlrely 
,hf~~~hc:~n::: c~r.:e:. principals of over two hundred 
~end (or circulars describing the method to . 
H. H_ HILL, 
cae 10Q0 Hannon St., CHICAGO, ILL. 
RORHER'S BOOK-KEEPING. 
Primary, . ....... ....... , so I The five books sent to teaCh-
Common School, . .•..... 1.50 ers for examination (or '3.50, 
Counting-House,. ....... 3.00 but only in reply to requests 
'Lectures, ' •. oc-. Key, ... a.oo accompanied by the money. 
Special terms (or introduction. 
[cpu] W . J. GILBERT, Publisher. St. Louis Mo 
DRS. McCHESNEY, 
TEeTH, 58 BEST SET, 
Combining Beauty and Practical Ulte. 
GOLD FILLING THE FINEST. 
p:c7: tBI~ir~i;~u'li:.s ~NaJ!~i:~ ~i~r aE~i~o~:~t a:J~C!~~~: 
neY' 'Mert the best teeth for ,s. 
ely <.:or. Clark and Randolph Sts., Chicago, 111. 
Arra.~~Po~~I~~B!f.e~~~ la~~ r!~t~~~h Ed. 
By T . D. Suplee. I.mo, 400 pp., ~.25. 
Prof. HUt:lT (Eng. Lit.), Princeton Colleg~ wntcs: 
HIt SUpp/UI • ,ued that each teaclur 0/ ' Trench· "as 
6utl. he,., to/"ore oMired tl) 71uet i" Ail 0W1I way, a"d adds 
much tl) the fUif*/e.rs tif a D()()R /ull tif prl),lit to !"ginners 
l'n tke study tif Lanruace.·' 
Copies (or examination, by mail , postpaid, for '1.00. 
If W. J. WIDDLETON, PulJ,,'7 Howard St., N_ Y. 
THIS NEW 
TRUSS 
*
BUCKEVE BELL FOUNDRY. 
EstabUshed tn 18S7. 
Superior Bell. of Copper atld Tin, mounted 
wi th the belt RotarrtHatlgh,g., for ClilIrc.u.., 
, fi!::::: ~::;:U~r ' :6:~~::: ~~II:,.,.~~~~ 
. , . Illult Cat.alolue .ent. Jo'ree. 
V .UIOUUN Tift, lO¥ E . 2d 8t., CIDctoDaU. 
10 000 Names o( rcsufents wanted. For 2S names with 
, address and 25 c. we will send a fine Silk Hand-
kerchief, every thread silk. Regular price '1.00. Address 
chu G. W. FOSTER & \.:0. , 125 Clark St., Chicago. 
$i to $20 per day at !lome. Samples worth '5 froc 
. AdcbeU StIllIOn 8: Co., Portland, Me_[eca 
